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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Researchers at ORNL’s Manufacturing Demonstration Facility (MDF) worked with 

Strangpresse, LLC to demonstrate Strangpresse’s newly developed extrusion system. The 

project tested both a small and large Strangpresse extruder. The project also resulted in 

Strangpresse exclusively licensing ORNL’s some of previously developed extruder 

technology for high-volume additive manufacturing. The Strangpresse extruder is still under 

development and testing, however. The next phase of this project could include tasks such as 

identifying process parameters, making test articles, and quantifying material properties. 
 

1.  EVALUATION OF STRANGPRESSE EXTRUDER ON ORNL BAAM 

 

 

This phase I technical collaboration project (MDF-TC-2016-97) began on August 18, 

2016 and was completed on January 14, 2019. The collaboration partner, Strangpresse, LLC, 

is a small business. Phase I resulted in successful system requirements identification and 

bench test system integration. Strangpresse has also exclusively licensed previously 

developed additive manufacturing-related extruder technology from the Department of 

Energy’s Oak Ridge National Laboratory. This technology will result in larger printed parts 

and quicker rates and improved quality of polymer deposition.  
 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

 

 Strangpresse, LLC has developed a new polymer extrusion system capable of 

extruding more than 100 lbs. of material per hour.  The company’s goal is to develop a 

product line of extruders that have high performance (high flow and high response time) that 

can be marketed to Big Area Additive Manufacturing (BAAM) manufacturers such as 

Thermwood, Ingersoll, and Cincinnati Incorporated, among others. By partnering with the 

MDF, Strangpresse obtained unbiased analysis on their products’ performance by experts in 

additive manufacturing.  ORNL can likewise help Strangpresse evaluate product refinements 

that can improve product quality and U.S. competitiveness.    

 

1.2 TECHNICAL RESULTS 

  
1.2.1 STRANGPRESSE EXTRUDER SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND TESTING 

APPARATUS 

 

This project resulted in determining system requirements necessary for both a small 

(Figure 1) and large (Figure 2) Strangpresse extruder for a fully functional extruding system. 

The small extruder is a Model 10, while the large extruder is a Model 30. Neither extruder 

requires compressed air to operate unless the extruder is using a vacuum feed line to send 

material to the extruder. The power requirements to operate the small extruder are 240V and 

30A. The power requirements to operate the large extruder are 480V, 3-Phase, and 50A. 
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Fig. 1. The small Strangpresse extruder. 

 

 

Fig. 2. The large Strangpresse extruder. 
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The MDF manufactured a bench top apparatus for both the small and large extruders. 

Each testing apparatus included physical, electrical, and computation connections and can be 

seen in Figures 3 and 4. 
 

 

Fig. 3. The small Strangpresse extruder mounted on its testing apparatus with the extruder control box 

mounted beside the extruder. 

 

   

Fig. 4. The large extruder mounted on the back of its testing apparatus (right) and the extruder control 

box mounted to the front of the testing apparatus (left).   
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Both Strangpresse extruders are still under development, but the exclusive licensing 

agreement of previously developed technology between Strangpresse and ORNL that was a 

direct result of this project will enable Strangpresse to move forward with their objective to 

to develop a series of extruders that can be rapidly manufactured and marketed to BAAM 

system integrators.   
 

1.3 IMPACTS 

  

While there is great potential for BAAM, the commercialization of a high-performance 

extruder for BAAM is critical for commercial success of this emerging technology. This 

process is on its way to reality with Strangpresse’s exclusive licensing of ORNL’s extruder 

technology for high-volume additive manufacturing. Strangpresse licensed an ORNL 

invention for an extruder nozzle that enables faster material deposition and finer print 

resolution and another invention that drastically improves printer starts and stops on 

extrusion prints for large area printed objects, leading to improved part quality with minimal 

roughness at print seams. 

This success will increase the ease and frequency at which BAAM is introduced to new 

companies that will invest in the technology, which has the potential to revolutionize the U.S. 

manufacturing industry. Additionally, Strangpresse has a company goal to be the leading 

innovator of high-performance extruders for BAAM, and this project will be instrumental in 

that success.  
 

1.3.1 SUBJECT INVENTIONS 

 

There are no new subject inventions as a result of this project.   
 

 

1.4 CONCLUSIONS 

  

This first phase of this technical collaboration resulted in the coordination of system 

requirements and the creation of a bench test apparatus for the Strangpresse extruders.  

Follow-on efforts may include further development and testing of a Strangpresse extruder 

through the integration of a Strangpresse extruder onto a large-scale additive manufacturing 

system. This will require mechanical, electrical, and computational modifications to the 

system. Additionally, materials testing will be done with a final goal of fully evaluating an 

optimal material using the Strangpresse extruder, and processing parameters will be 

developed according to the evaluated material and extruder. Then, test articles will be 

manufactured to measure material properties of strength and stiffness. Lastly, together ORNL 

and Strangpresse will identify and manufacture a test article that demonstrates the 

performance of the extruder. Candidate articles include composite tooling or end use 

replacement parts for legacy equipment.  

This technology collaboration is a key example of what can result when researchers 

collaborate with industry leaders.  
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2.  STRANGPRESSE, LLC BACKGROUND 

 

 

  Strangpresse was founded in 2014 in Youngstown, Ohio, to research, develop, and 

commercialize fully controllable, lightweight, thermoplastic extruders to be used primarily in 

additive manufacturing. Strangpresse was the first company to license Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory’s suite of patents associated with large-scale additive manufacturing. 

The Strangpresse leadership team has more than 70 years of experience in the 

thermoplastic extrusion industry. In addition to our licensing agreement with ORNL, 

Strangpresse have partnered with Rockwell Automation’s original equipment manufacturer 

team to continue its development of control and monitoring systems for its extrusion 

equipment. 

Strangpresse’s founders hold many patents related to the processing of thermoplastics, 

some of which the company has licensed for use in the additive manufacturing industry. 

Through this technology, Strangpresse has overcome many issues related to consistent 

throughput and melt quality of output volumes, stopping and starting, and nozzle orifice 

diameter. Strangpresse’s products are used in the rapid prototyping and manufacture of 

finished structures, tooling, molds, and dies. 


